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Making Flexible, Intelligent Credit Decisions
The ability to better know your customer is central to making responsible lending decisions. Organizations 
offering credit need to make strategic judgements about appropriate risk levels while improving the 
consumer application experience and reducing the financial impact of bad debt. Continued growth in 
credit applications means that financial institutions and other businesses need dependable data to quickly 
and accurately predict the probability that customers will repay credit balances and loans on time.  
Apex Eligibility and Scoring is a proven and robust decisioning tool. Incorporating a powerful rules engine 
and a sophisticated AI-based machine learning engine to deliver advanced predictive analytics and 
behavioral scoring, it determines customer eligibility to receive credit products and services and manages 
the risks associated with assigning credit limits. 

Apex Eligibility and Scoring provides all the flexibility and features expected from best-in-class decisioning 
solutions.  Supporting multiple trained models, it optimizes many types of decisions to enhance the 
customer experience, reduce exposure, and maximise profitability. 

Solution Overview 

Rules Engine
The scoring module is managed by the Rules Engine, which allows request flows to be defined based 
on rule packages. These are configurable at the level of an individual institution or product and can be 
sequential or guided decision flows. For example, a new credit card application package has a sequential 
flow defined by two rule groups: the eligibility check group and the credit scoring group. 

Rule expressions are used to define each rule group and specify whether the subsequent rule group 
should be evaluated or not. The AI Engine is invoked within the flow to return the predicted score. This 
is especially useful in credit card application flows for example, where the eligibility check group only 
shows one output that specifies whether the customer is eligible for the request or not. Similarly, in credit 
scoring group flows, multiple checks concerning the score, the limit, and other calculated details are 
involved. 

Trained Models 
Apex Eligibility and Scoring supports multiple trained models, including but not limited to:
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Credit Scoring Eligibility  
Checking

Risk Scoring Credit Limit
Assignment

Defaulting  
Probability Prediction
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Machine-Learning AI Engine
The combination of artificial intelligence and rules engine means operational conditions can be changed 
dynamically, without impacting the application and integration channels. 

The AI engine leverages the rules engine to link data analysis with actions/results output. It uses an 
unsupervised learning algorithm to categorize data, highlight trends, and detect anomalies. That is 
also coupled with a supervised learning engine for a range of recognition, scoring and detection tasks. 
Predictive analytics are based on sophisticated statistical models and regression analysis. 

The solution uses highly configurable big data processing, either on-premise or in the cloud, with technical 
features including: 

• TensorFlow engine for advanced ML/AI and custom models. Deployed within a Docker container, it 
facilitates agile development and separate applications from operational infrastructure. Docker is 
supported by all major cloud computing providers

•  Scalability achieved by adding TensorFlow engines, optimized by Kubernetes load balancing and 
resource management

• Highly optimized Matrix Calculation Engine with parallel processing
• Linear/Logistic Regression, Standard NN, DNN, SVM, CNN, RNN, LSTM, and unlimited models 

configurability
• Cloud services supported with BigQuery, BigTable, Cloud DataFlow, Cloud DataProc for managed 

Hadoop & Spark when required
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Advanced scoring and decisioning capabilities allow 
organizations to benefit commercially from the growth 
in credit applications, without taking undue risks. The 
ability to better know your customer is important for good 
governance, making responsible lending decisions and 
effective customer segmentation to support cross-sell 
and upsell. Apex Eligibility and Scoring solution is highly 
flexible and configurable, allowing businesses to make 
better-informed and prompt decisions about extending 
credit, reducing the impact of bad debt provision, and 
improving customer relationships and profitability.

eMcREY: Your Trusted Payments Partner
eMcREY has significant expertise in the design and implementation of world-class payments infrastructure. Our 
solutions extend across the entire payments landscape and are aligned with the Vision 2030 objective to create a 
world-leading payments infrastructure. Our Apex suite of proven payments solutions is created with the customer 
in mind and informed by our deep experience of working with leading financial services companies.

Since 2005, eMcREY has helped clients in the payments, government, energy, and transit sectors use technology 
to enable seamless, fast and secure interactions. We combine our product portfolio with world-class capabilities 
from digital payments partners including FIS, BellID and EntrustDatacard. eMcREY solutions encompass 
Card and Token Management, Third-Party Processing, National ACH, Enterprise Payment Hubs, Virtual Bank, 
Digital Currency, Enterprise Fraud Management, Settlement, Reconciliation and Dispute Management, Identity 
Management, Mobile, Loyalty and Big Data Analytics as well as IPS, GCCRTGS, open-loop transit and Oracle 
blockchain/cloud solutions. eMcREY is a Mastercard Platinum Digital Vendor, Visa Certified Vendor and Oracle 
Platinum Partner. 
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